




Consider the mechanism of excellent pieces in connection
to the elucidation of musical phenomenon (3)
OMURA Tetsuya
Abstract
Musical phenomenon has been studied since the ancient times of Greece. Nowadays, music psy-
chology and acoustic psychology are tackling the great issue. Their efforts aim to elucidate the mecha-
nism of excellent pieces and performances of music. Especially, starting by L .B. Meyer's monumental
essay, music psychologists in the United States have attained notable results. However, those results
have not excellent pieces in connection to the elucidation of musical phenomenon.  
The results of my research are made public in part. The former of my considerations of musical the-
ories is published as Essay #1, and my analyses in musical pieces are detailed in Essay #2. This trea-
tise titled Essay #3 is regarded as the latter of my considerations of musical theories. It discusses mu-
sic from the viewpoints of recognition and emotion. My approach leads to generative musicology.
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